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To Have and Have Not
Better to have and not need than to need
and not have. In the wake of recent flooding in Calgary and Toronto, it is useful to
consider whether your condominium corporation has what it needs to cope with a
crisis, be it flood, fire or swarm of bees.
Is your condominium corporation appropriately and sufficiently insured? The Toronto
lawyer whose $200,000.00 Ferrari was effectively destroyed in a flooded underpass
has said that he expects that his loss will be
covered by insurance, and that he is (justifiably) happy about that. By contrast, many
homeowners whose homes were damaged or
destroyed in and around Calgary have discovered to their sorrow that their respective policies of insurance do not cover flooding from
‘overland’ water. Board members and property managers would be well-advised to review
their respective condominium corporations’
policies of insurance to confirm that the coverage set out in those policies is adequate for
the needs of the corporation. CCI recognizes
that insurance policies can, at times, be baffling, so we highly recommend that Directors
consider taking CCI-T’s Level 200 Director
course which covers insurance needs and/or
to contact your Insurance Broker for advice.
Does your condominium corporation have
a plan in place to deal with an emergency?
Does your property manager or concierge
have contact information for a plumber,
electrician or beekeeper who can come to the
building on short notice if need be? Taking
the time now to plan for a future emergency
may very well help prevent that emergency
from getting out of control. Again, CCI-T
courses are there to assist Directors and our
Level 300 course has an entire section relating to Emergency Planning. Also be sure to
read Michele Farley’s article on page 30
as it relates to “Power Outages Increase

Challenges for Condominiums”.
What about preventive maintenance? Does
your condominium corporation regularly
inspect the systems and machinery that
could cause damage to other parts of the
property if not properly maintained? It is
generally less expensive to fix a small problem now than a large problem later. Condominium corporations should have plans in
place to ensure that systems and machinery
are regularly tested and inspected.
Do you have supplies for your own unit in
the event of an emergency? Candles or flashlights to provide light in the event of a power
outage? A battery-operated radio to get the
latest news updates? A mop to clean up water
in the event of a flood? A kitchen fire extinguisher? Bottled water? Honey to lure bees?
Unit owners should have these sorts of items,
as well as things like batteries and matches,
on hand just in case. Honey is optional.
You may be a board member or a property
manager, in which case you have a direct responsibility to concern yourself with these
sorts of matters on behalf of the condominium corporation. Or, you may simply be a unit
owner, in which case you should reasonably
be concerned with these sorts of matters as a
part owner of the condominium corporation.
No plan is absolutely perfect, and no condominium corporation can absolutely prevent
a disaster. However, this should not stop you
from asking yourself and the condominium
corporation if you have what you need.

Brian Horlick,

B.Comm., B.C.L., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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The declarant of a condominium corporation is responsible for choosing the number of directors that will form the corporation’s board of directors. From the view
of the declarant, it is inconvenient to have
a large number of directors on the board,
because those directors must be present
at a meeting, their signatures have to be
obtained, they have to be sent documentation prior to the meeting, and generally it
is easier for the declarant to manage, for
example, a board of three members than
a board of five. In fact, most developers
would likely prefer to have a board consisting of only one director. This would make
things very simple, since it is usually the
case that the affairs of the condominium
are being managed by one person on behalf of the declarant. In fact, especially after turnover, it is common sense that it is
easier for a declarant to deal with a smaller
board than a larger board, for a number of
reasons. Firstly, it is often easier to have
a three member board decide issues than
a five member board. A smaller board
could be too busy, and things will just
slip through the cracks. A smaller board
may not catch all of the issues, as a larger
board often would. Generally speaking,
a smaller board is more advantageous to
the conclusion of the affairs of the condominium corporation as they relate to the
declarant, such as deficiencies and other
complaints.
In the past, nearly all corporations with
over approximately 50 units, for example,
had five member boards. Whatever the
reasons may be on the part of the declarant, this trend has changed and declarants
now are placing three member boards in
huge condominiums. I have seen three
member boards in condominiums that are
in excess of 500 units on a consistent basis.

In fact, it is the exception, rather than the
norm, to have a five member board in a
new condominium.
The condominium is governed by the declarant board from registration to turnover. At the turnover meeting, the owners are handed over the governance of the
condominium and elect their own board of
directors. Unfortunately, there is no choice
for the unit ownership present to select

In fact, most
developers would
likely prefer to have
a board consisting
of only one director.
This would make
things very simple.
the number of directors that will make up
the board. Under the Condominium Act,
1998, the number of directors that must
be elected is the number that has been inserted by the declarant in the by-laws. The
recent trend to create 3 member boards for
large buildings certainly does not serve
owners as well as five member boards.
There are a number of arguments, both for
and against, having a board of five members rather than a board of three. I would
only say this, if all three directors are fantastic directors that work well together,
a board of three is just as good as a board
of five. However, on a board with three
members, if there is even one director that
– continued on page 67
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Mediation
Marc Bhalla, Hons BA, Q. Med
Elia Associates Professional Corporation

A conflict may be
associated with many
smaller events that
collectively can be seen
as a single larger
injustice or inequity.

Transformative Mediation and
Condominium Conflict

ILLUSTRATION BY LOUIS FISHAUF

“That was too much! It was unfair! It was persecution!” – Roch Carrier, The Hockey Sweater
In the climax of the classic Canadian story
featured on our five dollar bill, the main
character finds himself in violation of the
rules. His response is an emotional outburst
caused not just by the infraction but rather
the culmination of a series of events which
left him feeling discriminated against. In
the context of condominium communities,
disputes often unfold in a similar manner.
A conflict may be associated with many
smaller events that collectively can be seen
as a single larger injustice or inequity.
In a case decided earlier this year by the

Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario, a unit
owner alleged discrimination on the part
of her condominium corporation, its Board
of Directors and its property management
company as she was asked to cease construction of an unauthorized balcony enclosure. Notwithstanding the fact that the unit
owner was advised (1) that the balcony was
part of the common elements, (2) that prior
approval was required to alter a common
element and (3) that the Status Certificate
issued in the course of her purchase specifically spoke to new balcony enclosures
not being permitted, she refused to cease
construction. Rather, it would appear that
the unit owner saw pre-existing balcony
enclosures, felt that she was protecting her

child and perceived that objections to hers
were based on prejudice and racism. The
owner’s beliefs became further entrenched
by unrelated events surrounding the handling of her complaint about racist graffiti
on an outdoor wall and an incident where
her laundry may have been stolen.
Ultimately, the unit owner was not able to
establish a link between the actions taken
in respect of the balcony enclosure and allegations of discrimination, nor prove that
the other incidents cited were a violation
of the Ontario Human Rights Code. In the
decision rendered by the Ontario Human
Rights Tribunal, it is noted that “the applicant had not actually met any member
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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of the Board of Directors of the condominium corporation prior to the request that
she cease construction of the enclosure”.
Accordingly and unfortunately, the unit
owner’s introduction to her Board surrounded a notification of her violation and
a request that the construction of the balcony enclosure cease at once. The relationship between Board and unit owner did not
appear to improve as the construction of
the balcony enclosure continued amid the
emergence of allegations of discrimination.
In situations similar to the case referenced
above, mediation can provide opportunities both to potentially prevent the escalation of the conflict and also to improve the
relationship of parties who are required to
interact on an ongoing basis.
Sitting down to discuss the situation may
avoid the cost and ill will that can develop
in the course of bringing in a third party
to impose a solution. Mediation can allow
parties to better understand one another.
For example, in the case cited, perhaps the
Board was trying to prevent unit owners
from wasting money as an imminent restoration project would require the removal
of all balcony enclosures and perhaps the
owner was sensitive as her actions surrounded her desire to protect her young
son, who had health issues. Mediation can
be a time-saving measure, as well. Particularly when you consider that this conflict
was brought to light in the spring of 2010,
yet a solution was not imposed upon the
parties until early 2013, when facing simi-

Sitting down to discuss the situation
may avoid the cost and ill will that can
develop in the course of bringing in a
third party to impose a solution
lar circumstances, considering an option
where a resolution can be reached more
quickly between parties is worthwhile.
While there are several “types” of mediation, what is known as transformative mediation can be helpful when parties in conflict
continue to have an ongoing relationship,
as is often the case in the condominium

context. A focus of transformative mediation is to shift the interaction between the
parties in conflict from negative to positive.
It is a process that is built around empowering the parties to better understand one
another and identifying opportunities to
improve interactions through insight into
each other’s perspective and self reflection/
analysis. C V
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Worst Nightmares
Dahlia Yousif
Fine and Deo Barristers and Solicitors

Breaking

Bad!

ILLUSTRATION BY RENE ZAMIC

Meth labs pose a miriad
of threats to the safety
of your condominium
Industrial units located in rural areas or
abandoned lots in the middle of nowhere
are no longer commonplace for the manufacturing of methamphetamine, or “meth” as
it is commonly called. Drug producers have
become more creative and increasingly sophisticated. The reality of living in a former
meth lab or near a clandestine meth lab is
becoming a concern, and your condominium
community may not always be a ‘drug free’
zone. The production of this illicit addictive
synthetic stimulant is extremely dangerous due to the volatile substances used to
create it. Meth labs are becoming increasingly common in condominium buildings
and unfortunately, a large number of meth
labs discovered in North America were uncovered because of explosions. Exposing an
operation as early as possible would assist in
avoiding a disastrous outcome.
The condominium community is a unique
residential concept where, in some cases, in-

dividually owned units are closely connected
to each other through adjacent walls, ceilings and floors. A condominium unit is surrounded by a cluster of units and dangerous
activity in one unit can have a huge impact
on others. The manufacturing of meth not
only poses a danger for those involved in its
production, but can also cause great harm to
the other units in the building. Health risks
and property damage due to explosions pose
a dangerous risk to all surrounding units if
a meth lab is present. If there is suspicion of
this type of activity taking place, this article
may assist by providing key characteristics
that may indicate that a meth lab is operating
inside your condominium.
How does a meth lab pose a threat to
adjoining units in a condominium?
It is estimated that for every pound of meth
produced, five to seven pounds of waste is
created. The waste will continue to pose a
hazard for the condominium as many of these

products can end up being dumped down the
drain to eliminate evidence or simply left in
the communal garbage room. The variety
of chemicals used to create crystal methamphetamines are not illegal and are generally
common household products available to
the public. This has increased the number
of inexperienced ‘chemists’ producing meth
in clandestine laboratories. Crystal methamphetamine production in a condominium
unit is dangerous because the ingredients
necessary to produce it are highly volatile,
flammable, hazardous, affordable and readily
available to be purchased at the local hardware store. Furthermore, the recipes that
produce this deadly drug are alleged to be
simple and easy to follow.
The discovery of a meth lab immediately
becomes an emergency and the condominium corporation should investigate
this situation without delay. The toxic byproducts that are emitted in the process
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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of “cooking” meth can emanate throughout the building. These by-products are
highly flammable and a small spark can set
the whole unit ablaze. The serious risks
caused during the ‘cooking’ process can
linger in the unit after the drug-making is
completed. This type of clandestine lab will
make the unit uninhabitable. Removal and
remediation is costly, time consuming and
can potentially stigmatize the unit. Walls,
carpets, hardwood floors and ceilings will
be dangerously contaminated because of
the high levels of saturation. If a meth lab
is discovered, a costly process must be undertaken to ensure that the dismantling of
the lab is done methodically and the decontamination of the unit is carried out safely
and correctly. This adds an additional expense to the corporation, which may increase common expenses of all owners in
order to recover the costs of remediating
the contaminated unit.
Management and Unit Owners - What
should you do if suspicion of a meth lab
arises?
The following are signs that are indicative of
meth manufacturing:
• Strong chemical scent

The process of
cooking meth can
eminate throughout
the building. These
by-products are
highly flammable
and a small spark
can set the whole
unit ablaze

Community.

• Cat urine scent
• Window coverings that black-out visibility into the unit
• Unusual waste in your garbage room
such as:
• Oxygen tanks
• Acetone
• Antifreeze
• Coffee filters with red stains
• Batteries that have the lithium
strip removed
• Compressed gas tanks
• Glass jars/empty containers with
punctured holes
• Paint thinner
Due to the highly explosive products
used, when suspicion of a meth lab
arises:
• Do not touch anything in the unit
• Do not come into contact with any of the
items in the unit
• Do not touch any of the unusual items in
the garbage room
• Do not light a match or turn on a switch
(even if ‘cooking’ is completed, the byproducts are still present in the unit)
• Call the police

Practical Advice.
Creative Solutions.
Our Condominium Legal Group has advised
and represented clients on all aspects of
condominium law for more than 20 years. We help
our clients make informed decisions and create
successful strategies to resolve condominium
issues in a cost effective manner.

condoreporter.com

Condominium Legal Group
DENISE LASH, Chair
416 360.3566
dlash@heenan.ca
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Caution to Landlords
In 2008, one of the largest meth lab seizures took place in Ontario. The building
owner in that case was oblivious that his
units were being used as a factory dedicated to producing crystal methamphetamine. If you are a unit owner who is renting your unit, you should also be familiar
with the Residential Tenancies Act, S.O.
2006 (the “RTA”). The RTA provides a
landlord with remedies in the event that
you suspect illegal activity in your unit.
For example, the RTA provides a landlord
with the right to entry without written
notice in cases of emergency. Landlords
also have the right to give a tenant notice
of termination of the tenancy agreement if
the tenant or another occupant of the rental unit commits an illegal act or carries on
an illegal trade, business or occupation or
permits a person to do so in the rental unit
or the residential complex.
In this regard, if the landlord chooses to
terminate a tenancy agreement they would
need to deliver a notice of termination that
sets out the grounds for termination. The
termination date in this notice cannot be earlier than the 10th day after the notice is given

in cases such as the production of an illegal
drug, the trafficking in an illegal drug, or the
possession of an illegal drug for the purposes
of trafficking.

In 2008, one of
the largest meth
lab seizures took
place in Ontario.
The building owner
in that case was
oblivious that his
units were being
used as a factory

Understanding the rights provided by the
RTA will enable a landlord to control the
activities that are taking place within their
condominium unit. Become familiar and
aware of the signs suggesting that a meth
lab may be operating in your unit and do not
become a willfully blind landlord.
Protecting the complex from a potentially
destructive, dangerous and hazardous situation should be the paramount concern for
all members of the condominium community. Early detection of a clandestine meth
lab can limit the potential damage that can
ensue. Being more perceptive, vigilant and
cautious of the condominium community’s
surroundings can raise suspicion. However,
the information provided in this article is not
an invitation to suspect your neighbours of
running a meth lab because they are seen in
possession of the items listed above. Rather,
it is an invitation to heighten your awareness of activities that may very well be taking
place right next door. C V

JCO & Associates have specialized in the refurbishment of condominium
common elements for over 24 years, offering cost effective, creative solutions that enhance the look and marketability of your condominium. We
pride ourselves in providing the highest quality of service and workmanship.
Please visit our web site at www.jcoandassociates.com to view our current
and past projects or contact us at 416-724-4237.

JCO is a member in good standing with ACMO (Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario), CCI (Canadian Condominium Institute), IDC (Interior Design of Canada) and
TCA (Toronto Construction Association). All our work is guaranteed and can be certified by a Performance Bond issued by Zurich Insurance for performance, material and labour.
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Health and Safety
By Jeff Jeffcoatt, RCM, P.Eng
CCI Group Inc.

Snakes and
Ladders
Month after month the
Ministry of Labour reports
that the biggest problem
continues to be injuries
due to the use of ladders

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Remember the kid’s board game of Snakes
and Ladders where you went up ladders to
gain an advantage and slid down snakes to
lose it again? Maybe that brings a smile to
your face, but the reality we face today is that
there are too many falls from ladders, which
do more than take away any “gains” we may
have in real life situations.
The IHSA Service Sector Health & Safety
Committee receives regularly updated reports on the monthly casualties in the province of Ontario from the Ministry of Labour
– and the biggest problem, report after report, is injuries due to use of ladders. The
problem is that everyone takes for granted
that we all know how to use a ladder properly and safely, whereas the reality is that
we don’t stop and think enough about the
possible dangers. Most people view ladders
as an easy convenience and do not pay them
the respect they deserve in terms of their
safety. Stepladders are also another culprit!
Easy-to-use, right? Convenient, right? But
the statistics don’t lie - ladders and stepladders are the biggest cause of injuries every
month – and some of them are very serious!

We must all take the time to ensure that ladders and stepladders are in good condition,
are properly deployed, and properly used.
For ladders we must remember to use the
three-point connection when climbing which means not carrying items in our hand.
If you need to have something to work with
up the ladder, then it should go on your back
if it is light, or be hauled up by a rope when
you attain the correct height. This may be
common sense and good safety practice, but
most people do it the lazy way, which actually
is the dangerous way.
Common problems for ladders and stepladders is not making sure the area at the base
is clear of debris, and that when you get on
the ladder or stepladder, making sure your
footwear is not slippery underneath. Again
most people ignore this, thinking the ladders
are safe - but statistics do not lie.
For stepladders, which we all assume are
easy and safe to use, there are common
problems where users don’t fully extend the
spacer bars, stand on the top step, or even
on the pail shelf (ouch!). How many times
have you seen somebody with one foot on

the stepladder and another on a shelf or cupboard or desk in order to reposition for some
overhead work? All of these things are unsafe practices and contribute to the monthly
report of falls and accidents.
All it needs is for everyone to take ladders
and stepladders seriously, take the extra time
to use them properly, and to pay special attention to safety issues before using them. It
is important that, if you are in charge of any
work operation, you have a detailed Safety
Sheet to properly instruct any workers who
might use a ladder or stepladder in the safe
way to use and operate them - and make sure
that they sign off to say that they have read
and understood the instructions. Documentation is the key if there is an accident and
you need to prove the worker was properly
instructed in the use of ladders.
Ladders and stepladders are multiuse “tools”
that we use every day, but we have to pay
extra attention when they’re used in order
to prevent those all-too-easy accidents from
occurring. Let’s make an effort to reduce the
statistics and work safely! C V
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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ComField

Property Management Services

Where Value and Community Count
Providing Property Management for:
• CONDOMINIUMS
• Residential
• Retail
• Commercial
• Industrial

increase your CARMA, reduce your costs

• EQUITY
CO-OPERATIVES
• INVESTMENT
PROPERTIES

CONTACT: SUZANNE BOTNICK
Business Development Manager

Tel: 416.640.6730 x.119 • Fax: 416.932.9435
2171 Avenue Road, Suite 303, Toronto, Ontario M5M 4B4
suzanneb@cfdi.ca • www.comfield.ca

Green building tools for
energy management and sustainability

• Transparent billing
• Control rising utility costs
• Customized solutions
• 35 years of experience

Call today at

1-888-298-3336

or CarmaIndustries.com
c 2013 CARMA Industries Inc. All rights reserved.
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Condominium Law
Brian Horlick
Horlick Levitt DiLella LLP

Decisions from the Courts
The Impact on Your Condominium Corporation
Davis v. Peel Condominium Corp. No.
22 (Ontario Superior Court of Justice,
June 7, 2013)
This was an application by a unit owner
to review the ruling of a chairperson at
an owners’ meeting. The owner, Ms. Davis, sought a declaration that the meeting chairperson had improperly allowed
proxy votes to be counted, and an order
that the result of the meeting was therefore null and void.
The meeting in question was a requisitioned meeting of owners for the purpose
of voting for the removal of four directors.
During pre-meeting registration, the condominium corporation’s then-lawyer and
property manager reviewed the proxies
that had been submitted and determined
that 12 proxies had been submitted by
owners who were, according to the records of the corporation, 30 days or more
in arrears of their respective common expenses. As a result, these 12 proxies were
disallowed. All 12 proxies were in favour
of removal of the directors.
The meeting was to be chaired by the
corporation’s lawyer. However, at the
start of the meeting, a lawyer retained
by the requisitionists objected to the corporation’s lawyer chairing the meeting
on the basis that the person who had appointed the corporation’s lawyer as chair
was not eligible to do so. The corporation’s lawyer agreed with this objection,
and the owners voted for the requisition-

ists’ lawyer to chair the meeting.
After being appointed as chair, the requisitionists’ lawyer reviewed the 12 proxies that had been disqualified, and asked
the unit owners present at the meeting
whether the corporation’s records showed
them as being in arrears of common expenses and whether the owners felt that
the corporation’s records were accurate.
In response, several owners advised that
there was reason to doubt the accuracy of
the corporation’s records.
Having heard from the owners, the requisitionists’ lawyer determined that the accuracy of the corporation’s records could
not be taken for granted, and that, given
the possibility that the corporation’s records were inaccurate, owners should not
be deprived of their right to vote. Accordingly, the 12 proxies that had been disqualified were permitted to be used, and
all four directors were removed. Had the
12 proxies not been permitted to be used,
none of the four directors would have been
removed.
On the hearing of the application, Ms. Davis argued that the requisitionists’ lawyer
improperly permitted these proxies to be
used, and that the determination by the
corporation’s lawyer and property manager that the unit owners giving those
proxies were ineligible to vote should have
been dispositive of that issue. However,
the court disagreed, and held that it was

within the requisitionists’ lawyer’s power
as chair of the meeting to rule on the validity of the proxies. The court held further
that, given the evidence that was before
the requisitionists’ lawyer, it was open to
her to reach the conclusion that the corporation’s records were inaccurate, and that
the unit owners should not be deprived of
the right to vote. As such, the application
was dismissed.
Author’s note: this decision very effectively
illustrates the power of the chairperson at a
meeting of owners, and the standard that a
court will apply in reviewing the decisions of
a meeting chair. Specifically, the judge hearing this case did not concern himself with the
question of what he would have done in the
circumstances as meeting chair. Rather, having satisfied himself that the requisitionists’
lawyer had the power as meeting chair to act
as she did, and that there was a reasonable
basis on which she made the decision to allow
the proxies, he declined to interfere with what
amount to the exercise of the requisitionists’
lawyer’s discretion.
This does not mean, however, that a meeting
chair can act however he or she pleases in the
course of chairing a meeting. The chair’s decisions are required to be reasonable in the circumstances, and there must be some basis for
the chair having made a decision. As the judge
in this decision pointed out, the chair of a meeting has a duty to act in good faith regardless
of whether he or she is on one side of a dispute
or another.
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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Durham Condominium Corp. No. 56 v.
Stryk (Ontario Superior Court of Justice, April 12, 2013)
This was a motion by a condominium corporation for summary judgment in its power of sale action against a unit owner, Ms.
Stryk. The corporation brought this motion
on the basis that there was no genuine issue
requiring a trial of the power of sale action.
Ms. Stryk opposed the motion, claiming
that there were material facts in dispute and
that the matter ought to proceed to a trial.

be owing was nearly $43,000.00 inclusive of
interest and legal costs.

Ms. Stryk had initially become indebted
to the corporation in October, 2008 when
a chargeback for damage to a garage door
was added to the common expenses payable for her unit. This amount was never
paid, but, because Ms. Stryk paid her
monthly common expenses each month,
the corporation applied each month’s payments to the oldest amount outstanding.
A second chargeback for plumbing repairs was added to Ms. Stryk’s common
expenses in July, 2011.

With respect to the chargebacks themselves, the court held that the evidence
clearly showed that Ms. Stryk was responsible for the damage to the garage door,
and that the corporation was entitled to
apply the garage door chargeback to Ms.
Stryk’s common expenses on the basis of
the indemnification provision in the corporation’s declaration. Having so found, the
court held that the corporation was entitled
to apply the amounts paid by Ms. Stryk
from time to time as it saw best fit, with
the result that the arrears relating to this
chargeback were effectively rolled forward
each month as a new payment was made. As
a result, the court held that the corporation
was within its rights to register the lien in
respect of the garage door chargeback. The
court held that there was contradictory evidence in respect of the plumbing chargeback such that this issue could not be determined on the motion, but that the amount
of the plumbing chargeback ($220.00) was
not sufficient to warrant a trial. As such,
the court ordered the corporation to bear

Eventually, in September, 2011, the corporation registered a lien on title to Ms.
Stryk’s unit. The lien covered, among other
things, the 2008 and 2011 chargebacks. At
that time, the corporation stopped accepting
Ms. Stryk’s monthly common expense payments, which had been made by pre-authorized payments to that point. Subsequently,
the corporation commenced the power of
sale proceedings in which it brought this
motion. As of the date of the motion, the
total amount claimed by the corporation to
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Ms. Stryk denied that she was indebted to
the corporation, and took the position that
it was she, and not the corporation, that was
owed money. She also took the position that
the corporation was statute-barred from
having registered the lien in respect of
the 2008 chargeback, as more than three
months had passed since that chargeback
was added to her common expenses.

the amount of the plumbing chargeback.
With respect to the corporation’s refusal
to accept common expense payments from
Ms. Stryk, the court held that the corporation was not entitled to do so. As such,
the court held that the corporation was not
entitled to interest on unpaid common expenses from September, 2011 onward.
Subject to the foregoing adjustments, the
court awarded judgment to the corporation.
However, the court held that, if Ms. Stryk
paid the amounts secured by the lien on her
unit within 60 days, there would be no interest payable on the common expense arrears
arising after July, 2011. No order was made
in respect of possession of the unit.
Author’s note: there are a few interesting
points to take away from this decision. First,
this case further confirms that a chargeback for
damage to the common elements caused by a unit
owner can be added to common expenses and can
form the subject of a lien if properly supported by
the wording of an indemnification provision in
the corporation’s declaration. Second, this case
further confirms that a condominium corporation can apply payments as it sees fit if those payments are not earmarked as being attributable
to (for example) a particular month’s common
expenses, and that pre-authorized payments are
not considered to be earmarked. Third, this case
further confirms that a condominium corporation cannot refuse to accept common expense
payments, and cannot collect interest on “unpaid” common expenses if it does refuse to accept
common expense payments. C V
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NEWS

FALL 2013
Membership, Education, Government
Relations, Communications and
Government Committee Reports Update

CCI Committee Updates
Membership
Committee
Chair:
Vic Persaud
Members:
Henry Jansen
Murray Johnson
Doug King
Lavonne McCumber-Eals
Mark Seenarine
The Committee is pleased to see
so many membership renewals
coming back in so quickly for the
2013-2014 year. Renewal notices
were sent to all members in early
June. If you have not received
your renewal notice, contact our
membership department today
at (416) 491-6216 Ext 112.
The committee continues to
meet monthly to look at ways to
increase membership value and
to get the word out to members
about the many ongoing initiatives of CCI Toronto. A new tool
available to condominium corporations is to order CCI Toronto
Elevator Flyers for your building. These monthly posters are
available for free to all corporations and can be posted in elevators or other common element
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areas. The flyers announce various resources from CCI which
are available to your boards and
owners. Watch for your Elevator flyer order form with your
membership renewal package or
contact our office at ccitoronto@
taylorenterprises.com or at (416)
491-6216 to learn more about
this initiative!

Education
Committee
Chair:		
John Warren
Members:
Pamela Boyce
Robert Buckler
Bob Girard
Jeff Jeffcoatt
Michael Pascu
Bill Thompson
Sally Thompson
The CCI Toronto Education
Committee is busy fine tuning
all new course material which
will be launched in the fall of
2013. Registrations for the new
courses are also coming in, so
don’t delay – reserve your seat
today. Even if you have taken a
CCI course in the past, the new
material will offer a new learning experience for everyone. For
more information or to register
online visit www.ccitoronto.
org/Education.

Government
Relations
Committee
Co-Chairs:
Armand Conant
Steve Christodoulou
Members:
Brian Horlick
Dean McCabe
Mario Deo
The main focus of this committee continues to revolve around
the Condo Act Review Process
being undertaken by the Ministry of Consumer Services. As
reported via an e-blast message
to our members on July 19th,
2013 the Minister of Consumer
Services, Tracy MacCharles
has announced that the Ontario
Government is committed to
looking at Mandatory Qualifications for Condominium
Managers. This decision was
made as a result of consultations taking place as a part of
the Condo Act Review Process.
For a complete update on this
recent announcement, please
read the article by Armand
Conant on page 38

Communications
Committee
Chair:		
Lisa Kay
Members:
Mario Deo
Sue Langlois
Andrea Lusk
Joy Mathews
Julian McNabb
Sharon Vogel
Jason Rivait
The Communications Committee was pleased with feedback
on the launch of the new look of
the magazine and continues to
meet to review comments. Your
feedback is important and will
help the committee to continue
to improve the magazine. We
are always looking for article
topics of interest to our readers, so please forward any topic
ideas to ccitoronto@taylorenterprises.com. The committee is
also pleased to report that with
the launch of the magazine now
implemented they will begin
looking at updates to the website. Stay tuned for a new look
and added functionality to the
Chapter website!

member

NEWS
Conference
Committee:
Chair:
Brian Horlick
Members:
Chris Antipas
Steve Christodoulou
Kim Coulter
Mario Deo
Lisa Kay
Dean McCabe
Robert Thackeray
Sally Thompson
Planning for the 2013 conference
is well underway and this year’s
show promises to be a great one.
If you have not already done
so, mark your calendars now
for Friday November 15th and
Saturday November 16th. Registrations are now being accepted
and can be done online at www.
condoconference.ca. You can
also visit the website to download a registration form. Early
bird pricing is only in effect until
September 30th, so don’t delay.

CCI National
Semi-Annual
Meetings –
Edmonton –
June 6th-8th,
2013.
On a tour at the Muttart Conservatory in Edmonton were, left to right:
Lynn Morrovat, Tania Haluk, Sally Thompson, Brian Horlick, Murray Johnson, John Warren, Bill Thompson and Bob Girard.

CCI was there!

The CCI Toronto Chapter was well represented
at the CCI National semi-annual meetings which were held in Edmonton from June 6th
to 8th, 2013. The two day gathering included a Leaders Forum, Council Meetings, and
Chapter Roundtable Discussion groups. Networking and Social events organized by the
CCI-North Alberta Chapter were well attended and much appreciated by all delegates.
The CCI Manitoba Chapter will be hosting the semi-annual meetings in June of 2014.

Insurance that gives you peace of mind.

The value and protection your unit owners deserve.
Call for a free info package for your building.
1.877.627.6222 • www.condogold.ca
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CCI Welcomes
New Members
Condominium Corporations		
MTCC # 1095, MTCC # 1125
MTCC # 1275, MTCC # 1343
PCC # 0289, PSCC # 0813
TSCC # 1753, TSCC # 2280
TSCC # 2297, YCC # 0028
YCC # 0073, YCC # 0271
YCC # 0320, YCC # 0365
YCC # 0504, YRCC # 0765
YRCC # 0869, YRCC # 0938
YRSCC # 1083
		
Individual Members		
R. Kula
M. Mohamed
A. Schneider
D. Wang
R. Ruslim
J. Poon
J. Baker
B. Futz		
		
Professional Members		
Babak Ardalan
Del Property Management Inc.
Jan Kwasniewski
Commissionaires Great Lakes
Ashley Shaffer
Fine & Deo, Barristers and Solicitors
Matt Smith
Harryson Group
Judy Sue
Eagle Audit Advantage Inc.
Ed Timermanis
Keller Williams Realty Solutions
Sponsor (Trade) Members		
Condo Services Agency
Andrea Silman
Eagle Audit Advantage Inc.
Judy Sue

THE FUTURE IS

NOW

DON’T MISS IT!
PLAN TO ATTEND
THE 17TH ANNUAL
CONDOMINIUM CONFERENCE
24
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Edge Group Ltd.
Tania Stalteri
J.J. Home Products
Robin Peterson
PRV Services Ltd.
Robert Langford
Sagewater Renovation ULC
Gina Thomas
TD Wealth - Private Investment Advice
Daniel Correia

member
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CCI Upcoming Events

Mark Your Calendars! CCI Toronto is pleased to announce the
following upcoming events for the fall of 2013.
Visit our website for complete details or to register online!

September/October 2013
Level 200 Course
Dates:
Times:
Location:
Cost:
residents prefer
The trend is clear: GTA y neighbourhoods to
ndl
walkable, transit-frie in distant suburbs
ds
large houses and yar

nnin
An Annual Condominium Pla

g Guide

Did you
know??

If you are a CCI Toronto member, you
will automatically receive a copy of
the CondoVoice magazine, mailed
to you, as part of your membership
benefit package.
If you are reading this online (or have
borrowed a copy from someone) and
you would like to begin receiving your
own hard copy of the magazine, just
call us at (416) 491-6216 Ext 112 to
find out how to become a member!
Memberships are available for individual unit owners, for condo corporations, and for professionals and
trades serving the industry.
(see sidebar at right)

Wednesday September 25th, October 2nd, 9th and 16th, 2013
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. each evening (4 night course)
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$250 for Members, $350 for Non-Members (plus HST)

CCI Toronto Annual General Meeting
Date:		
Times:		
Location:		
Cost:		

Thursday October 10th, 2013
7:30 -8:30 pm
The Old Mill Inn
Free to All CCI Toronto Members

November 2013
17th Annual Condominium Conference and Tradeshow
Date:
Location:
See:

Friday November 15th and Saturday November 16th, 2013
Toronto Congress Centre – 650 Dixon Road, Toronto, ON
www.condoconference.ca for details.

Level 102 Course
Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

Saturday November 23rd, 2013
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$125 for Members, $250 for Non-Members (plus HST)

CCI Membership is offered in four categories….
Individual Unit Owner Membership
Professional Membership
- Secondary Rate for Multiple Professionals from the same firm
Sponsor/Trade Membership
Condominium Corporations
- 1 to 49 Units
- 50 to 150 Units
- 151 to 249 Units
- 250 + Units

$ 80.00 per year
$ 357.50 per year
$ 175.00 per year
$ 357.50 per year
$ 150.00 per year
$ 200.00 per year
$ 300.00 per year
$ 400.00 per year

Visit www.ccitoronto.org to view a full list of membership benefits or to
download a membership application. Consider becoming a member today!
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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Your Building.Your Business.
Your Condo Board’s Mandate.
Sub-metering with EnerCare is the smartest solution for all three.
You are always looking for solutions that will save you time, money
and hassles. As the industry leader, EnerCare can design a no capital,
end-to-end solution that will reduce costs and provide greater budget
flexibility for the Condo Board.
Contact us at 416-649-1900 or visit us at EnerCare.ca to
find out how sub-metering can save you time and money.
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Condominium Law
J. Robert Gardiner, BA., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
Gardiner Miller Arnold LLP

Super Suite Victory

One of CCI – Toronto & Area’s pet projects has succeeded to
protect condominium unit owners from double taxation

Millions of dollars of assessed value
have been eliminated each year for years
to come. The $9 assessed value is a signal that no municipal tax bill should be
issued.
In addition, the ARB’s analysis with
respect to the preferred “service easement” argument was worded with the
intent to extend to other common amenity service units (“CASUs”) such as a
guest, visitor parking, mechanical, gate
house, recreational or other such units
owned by a condominium which provide amenities or services to its residents.
TSCC 1498 et al. v. MPAC was heard on
September 17th and 18th, 2012. In its
35-page Decision, the ARB concluded
on March 15, 2013 that supers’ units
should receive nominal assessment for
three separate reasons. MPAC did not
appeal that decision.
Luckily, the ARB adopted the submission that s. 12 of the Condo Act: “pro-

vides the most elegant solution.” The
ARB agreed with the analysis of the
dictionary meanings attributed to the
word “service” and the relevant case law
in the context of a superintendent’s typical services at a condominium. Section
9 of the Assessment Act allows an exemption or reduction in the assessment
where a “servient tenement” (such as a
super’s unit) is subject to an easement
which deems its assessed current value
to be transferred to the dominant tenements (each of the individually-owned
residential units). The ARB also accepted arguments that the assessed value of
the supers’ units had inherently been
transferred by those easements and had
already been taken into account in the
individually-owned residential units’
assessed values.
The ARB recognized that in earlier
years, such CASUs were constituted
as common elements before developers began to squeeze more dollars from
those spaces by converting them into
units sold to the condominiums they
had developed. The ARB considered
the practical effect of interpreting such
a service easement as being for the benefit of common owners in accordance
with the ARB’s prior Schickedanz
decision. The ARB answered the following question, “Do the other types

of ‘commonly owned amenity service
units’ such as guest units, parking units,
recreational units, mechanical units and
even a putting green unit, provide service to the residential units? A broad
interpretation of the word ‘service’ suggests that the answer is, they do.”
As an alternative solution, the ARB
concluded, after extensive analysis, that
there was no market to sell such a unit
because of declaration and other restrictions, with the result that the current
value of the supers’ units was nominal.
The ARB decided that the value had
already inherently been transferred to
owners’ residential units.
Persistence has paid off. The ARB also
concluded that it was inequitable to assess supers’ units differently than guest
units, given the fact that assessment circumstances applicable to a guest unit
cannot adequately be differentiated
from the assessment requirements applicable to a supers’ unit.
If your condo’s CASUs are assessed for
taxation for the usual full assessment
amount next winter, consider seeking
nominal assessment for such units using
the appropriate Request for Reconsideration arguments by participating in a
streamlined 2014 RfR Program. C V
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

The Assessment Review Board (“ARB”)
has ruled that 40 participating superintendents’ units should each be assessed for taxation at $9 for their 2011
and 2012 tax years. That precedent has
condo industry wide implications.

Communication
Murray Johnson, RCM
Brookfield Residential Services Ltd.

Communication
Nuance 101:
Know your message, use
the best media, target
the correct demographic
and apply the best science
to the sharing process

The word “communication” is of itself a
very vague concept. If we ask any five people what “Communication” means we will
get the inevitable six answers. It means
many things to many people regarding
differing things at differing times. It’s a
moving target that has resulted in a definition that is hard to establish and harder
to understand. It sounds more like some
sort of corporate buzz word or strategy
than something we should all be paying
28
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attention to. Besides, if the definition of
communication is a moving target, we will
all be correct all the time in every situation
regardless of the ability of the message to
be received well….so why worry?
Regardless of what we want to call it, we
should all be asking the same questions;
“Is this something we should be sharing?”
If the answer is yes, then we need to break
down the concept of sharing into four major sectors….Message Content (the “Message”), Message media (how we convey
the message), the target demographics
(who should get the message) and finally,
the science of communication (the application and theory of how to best market the
message).
The Message
It is far too easy to decide that this or that
should be “communicated” to some group
or another. Let’s share this with the resi-

dents of the building. This message content is relatively easy to identify and we
are already pretty good at this 25% of the
“communication” protocol. The problem
is that we fail miserably at the remaining
75% of the equation. Let’s see how the remaining 75% can contribute to effective
“sharing” of information.
Message Media
The way we share information (“communication”) is called the media. Whether
we are using corkboard media, electronic
screens, web sites or email, the way we
share information needs to be targeted at
our demographic. Hand delivered notices
can be very passé, but also very effective
in the right environment.
Electronic remotely fed bulletin boards
or email blasts may be the most effective
method in your building or to meet your
needs. Regardless of the media, analysis

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Every time a board or a manager makes a
decision or becomes aware of information
that must be shared, we should be looking at communication as a science and
not simply as a means to transfer some
sort of message. When the board comes
to a decision we almost always ask “How
will that be recorded in the minutes?” and
yet, we rarely ask, “Is this something to
be shared?”

needs to happen in order to determine the
best way to convey the message.
Remember the old adage that a picture is
worth a thousand words. Visual stimulation is almost always better than the written word.
Target Demographics
Who are you trying to share with? The
message should always be geared to the
intended recipients. If you are targeting
a primarily younger demographic, then
tailor the message content and the media
to get to the intended audience. Older demographics may want to have hard copies that they can touch and read at their
leisure. Email blasts might be better for
a younger professional group. Consider
who you are targeting and gear the media
to reach the majority of the demographic
intended.

experience of firms that specialize in communication techniques to share vital information with residents and owners.
A typical AGM will result in at least one
owner complaining that “communication”
must be more effective. Isn’t it time we
listened? Let’s get the experts assisting
boards and managers and create an environment where science dictates how we
share information instead of letting well
intentioned amateurs fumble partly way

through the process. Communication
is sharing and the sharing has an entire
science behind it that most of us are not
qualified or inclined to follow. Let’s start
on the path of true transparency that we
have been asked to provide for years. We
may not know that this is the right path
to follow, only that the way we have approached communication in the past has
not worked. Take a chance, hire a professional and be a leader! C V

The Science of Communication
Perhaps the least understood and least applied part of the sharing equation is the
science behind successful sharing of information. How often do you repeat the
message? How many different forms of
media do you use? What type of media
is best for what target audience? Audio?
Visual? Printed? Pre-emptive? Reactive?
And on and on……
We often look to the manager to manage
our communication methodologies when
we should be looking to communication
“experts’ to manage our sharing requirements. Would we want a plumber doing
our brain surgery? Clearly the answer is
no. Then why do we continually expect
that a generalist experienced in building
systems would be an expert in communication or the complexities of sharing
information?
Communication, or a better description,
the “art of sharing”, really comprises much
more than simply telling something. It is
really the combined effort of knowing
the message, utilizing the best type(s) of
media, consciously targeting the correct
demographics and finally applying the
correct “science” to the entire sharing
process. If we can all agree that the only
thing more expensive than an expert is
an amateur, then let’s stop utilizing managers or volunteer unskilled directors
and residents to coordinate our sharing
efforts. Let’s start utilizing the collective
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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Emergency Preparedness
Michele Farley
FCS Fire Consulting Services Ltd.

Power Outages
Increase
Challenges
for Condos

Ten years ago, in August 2003, we experienced the largest black out in Ontario in
recent years. Most of Ontario and seven
US states were completely without power.
Reflecting on this occurrence, the Canadian
Encyclopedia publication stated that it took
just nine seconds to turn the clock back a
century, for the power failure cascade to collapse the grid affecting 50 million people
causing the largest black out since 1965. In
July of this year colossal storms reminded
us of the importance of emergency systems,
emergency planning and emergency training within condominiums.
After every emergency, questions start
pouring in from condominium managers
and their boards: How long is the generator
supposed to last; can we use the fire alarm
30
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emergency voice system to communicate
with residents in a power failure; is generator transfer switch maintenance part of our
service contractor’s responsibility; who is
supposed to put oil in the generator; who
checks the batteries; does garage lighting
have to be on the generator; why isn’t our
sump pump on the generator and can it be?
These queries and many more, are all good
questions. Unfortunately, the answers to
these questions often vary and depend on
both building and equipment specifics.
Emergency Generator Systems
Are Designed For Emergency
Duration Purposes Only
The first thing managers and directors
need to know is what the minimum emergency building code requirements are for

your building. The second thing you need
to know is that your building is designed
to meet these minimums. The minimum
standard for the duration of emergency
lighting or common lighting remaining
on within the means of egress (common
corridors, stairwells and exits) is two (2)
hours in most typical high rise residential
condominiums over 18m or 7 storeys and
above and only thirty (30) minutes in buildings below 18m or 6 storeys and less, as detailed in Article 3.2.7.4. of the 2006 Ontario
Building Code (consistent with National
Building Code). These restricted time durations will come as a surprise to new condominium dwellers as their lighting and
many other building systems will last for
days during a power failure, whereas older
condominiums with small generators, in-

ILLUSTRATION BY JOE CASTILLO

What are the minimum
emergency building code
requirements and does
your building meet them?

vertors or battery systems are well aware
of the limited emergency lighting back up
within their buildings.
The requirement for the interconnection
of other emergency equipment or systems
to back up power depends on your building
and when it was built. According to current
standards, Article 3.2.7.9 of the 2006 Ontario Building Code (consistent with National
Building Code) includes for the provision of
an emergency power supply capable of operating under a full load for not less than 2
hours by an emergency generator for some
elevators, water supply for fire fighting, fans
and other electrical equipment that are installed to maintain air quality and fans for
venting to aid fire fighting.

frightening reminder of how vulnerable we
are to weather when tremendous storms
caused widespread flash flooding throughout the greater Toronto area. The bottom
of the Don Valley Parkway was flooded and
so were many roads and low lying areas
including the lower levels of many condominiums. With equipment under water and
the reduced availability of overextended
service departments and limitations on
required parts, many buildings barely recovered from the July 8th storm before being hit with another summer storm on July
19th, which caused wind and flood damage
causing power outages in many areas. Well
after municipal power is restored, flood
damage may cause power outage durations
to be far longer for some buildings.

The building code sets the minimum standard for emergency lighting duration and
provision of emergency power to systems
within the building primarily for emergency
purposes only. Although many generators
provide power to critical lighting and building services for a far greater period, often up
to several days, extended coverage beyond
the minimum standards is not required.

Recognizing how vulnerable we are to
aging electrical infrastructure, electrical
equipment failure, fire, severe weather and
extensive rainfall water damage, should we
only be meeting the minimum emergency
power requirement standards in our condominiums? That is a question to be answered
by each condominium’s Board of Directors.
Where do directors start when determin-

ing if they should consider a review of
emergency generator systems?
What’s On Your Generator?
Whether you live in a new state-of-theart or a quaint century condominium
building, the duration of your emergency
system coverage and the building systems served by your emergency power
equipment should be listed within your
Fire Safety Plan. The details of what
is on your generator and how long the
emergency features are anticipated to last
should be communicated to all supervisory staff in Fire Safety Plan training and
all residents in their emergency procedures documents listed for distribution
to residents within your Fire Safety Plan.
Once this information is circulated, staff
and residents will know the expectation
of systems during a black out condition.
When the news is reporting power may
not be restored for many hours and your
residents have been informed that emergency power will only last a few hours in
your building residents can make necessary arrangements to relocate or stay in
place depending on their needs.

Long Power Outages
In March 2004, then Energy Minister
Dwight Duncan noted improvements to
the emergency response procedures since
the August 2003 blackout. He stated that
the improvements focused on the restoring of power and identified “the blackout
has reinforced the need to modernize our
electricity system, to improve the sustainability of Ontario’s electricity supply, and to
put more of a focus on conservation.”
However, recent power outages throughout 2013 have been both equipment and
weather related challenges. In February,
914 Yonge St, Toronto was plunged into
weeks of darkness after a fire broke out
in their electrical room on January 30th.
On March 8th, thousands of Toronto’s
Thorncliffe Park residents throughout
23 highrise buildings were left without
power for as long as 33 hours when an
underground switchgear failed. On July
8th, 3351 Cawthra Road, Mississauga was
without power for 11 days after electrical
equipment was submerged in water following flash flooding.
Throughout July of 2013 we have had a
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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personal attention and service.”
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Safety First
Before you consider adding power duration
or additional equipment coverage to your
building think safety first. The system you
have in place now is anticipated to meet the
minimum standards. However, in August
2003 many emergency power systems in
condominiums failed to transfer and/or to
last the required duration. Some of these failures were attributed to a lack of adequate fuel
supply and/or lack of maintenance.
Emergency power systems are to be checked
and tested according to Part 6 of the Ontario
Fire Code in conformance with CSA-C282,
“Emergency Electrical Power Supply for
Buildings”. The system is tested “as existing”
and often not in a voluntary black out condition. This may result in your system performing differently during test and inspections then in a real power outage condition.
Furthermore, most condominiums have
maintenance programs and service contracts in place to inspect and maintain
emergency power equipment on an annual
basis. However, when I conduct documen-

I often see a lack
of detailed weekly,
monthly, semi-annual
and even annual
test, inspection
and maintenance
documentation

meeting the minimum requirements now.
Has your existing system, supervisory staff
and service contractor met all of your minimum obligations? Has your system been
tested under full transfer load and black out
conditions? Did it pass with flying colours
or should you be working towards better
maintenance, testing and record keeping
for your existing system now?

tation reviews of life safety systems, which
includes emergency power systems, I often
see a lack of detailed weekly, monthly, semiannual and even annual test, inspection
and maintenance documentation. Records
must be kept on site and readily available
for inspection by fire officials upon request.
Even if your generator is working, failing
to provide records is a contravention of
the Fire Code and may result in a Notice
of Violation. Before you think of expanding your emergency power ask how you are

Emergency Power Serving Your
Building Better
On the bright side, long power outages
do provide condos with free emergency
power duration and building systems coverage trial. If everything worked well in
the last power failure then you may not
want to consider making any changes to
your existing emergency power systems. If
you found limitations and challenges with
the existing emergency power systems in
your building then you may wish to have

Maintaining the minimum standards is essential, it’s your fiduciary obligation and it’s
the law. Start with what you have before you
look at what you want.
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an emergency power systems evaluation
conducted to determine improvement
feasibility which should be based on your
condominiums needs. Remember codes and
standards reflect your minimum legal requirements only. Your building may already
exceed emergency power requirements, but
do you want to do more? Maybe your building experienced flooding and you want to
consider adding emergency power to sump
pumps. Perhaps the Carbon Monoxide levels in your parking garage exceeded acceptable levels because detection and ventilation
are not on emergency power. You may also
want to consider adding elevators, additional lighting coverage or duration, ventilation
systems, telephone systems, air conditioning or hot water heaters.
An evaluation must be conducted to determine what the capacity of your existing
generator is in order to establish the feasibility of adding other systems or coverage, what the costs will be and whether you
should do this now or integrate this work
with your reserve fund emergency power
retrofit schedule. A thorough analysis will
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On the bright side,
long power outages do
provide condos with
free emergency power
duration and building
systems coverage trial
consider individual building configuration
as well as the age and vulnerability of occupants within your building. Your service contractor maintains your systems to
existing conditions; your consultant may
provide evaluation methodologies to assist
you in considering improved emergency
power systems.
What You Need To Know About
Emergency Power Systems:
Condominium managers, directors and
residents need to know what their emer-

gency power provisions are currently and
that they are being maintained according to
the law. Supervisory staff must know their
maintenance obligations, service contractor responsibilities and documentation requirements. Your building, when properly
maintained, should meet the minimum requirements for emergency power. It is the
obligation of all condominiums to ensure
that proper maintenance of the emergency
systems is performed, including all tests,
inspections and maintenance and documentation is retained and readily available.
Based on an evaluation of your emergency
power system you may have the option to
add coverage or systems to enhance resident safety and building emergency performance to address aging building infrastructure and occupant needs.
Michele Farley is the owner of FCS Fire Consulting Services Ltd. and has over 25 years in
the fire safety industry, specializing in fire code
compliance, life safety system retrofit and emergency planning. Michele can be reached at michele@fcsfire.com or visit her company website
at www.fcsfire.com. C V
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• Offering 24-hour emergency plumbing services
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• Avoid the costs and messes that come with re-pipe projects
• Enhance the efficiency of your HVAC system
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Getting Along
By Barbara Holmes, BA, LL.B.
Heenan Blaikie LLP

Recreational Facilities –
Tread Carefully
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One of the benefits of living in a large
condominium is the amenities available to
residents: the swimming pool, gym, tennis
courts, billiards/ping pong tables and party room, for example. Some of these facilities, such as the party room and the tennis
courts, are available to be booked by residents for exclusive use during the booking
period, while other recreational facilities
are available for all residents to be used on a
shared basis. In some condominiums, there
are corporation-sponsored activities in the
recreational facilities, such as yoga or spinning classes, or a seasonal party.
What happens if groups of residents organize their own activities in the recreational
centre? We heard from a concerned resi-

dent who said that in their condominium,
a group of residents have taken over the
swimming pool for water aerobic exercises
at a certain time and day on a regular and
recurring basis. While this is going on it is
difficult, if not impossible, for other swimmers to swim laps in the pool.
While those who organized the water
aerobics may feel that this is a community-spirited initiative, as all residents can
participate, they have failed to realize that
that they have no authority to conduct
these activities on the common elements.
The condominium board is charged with
the authority to manage and operate the
condominium and the common elements.
Activities such as this on the common ele-

ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HAMNER

Rules need to
be in place
that specifically
deal with usage
of the amenities
and the common
elements

ments should be approved by the Board
and carried out under the Board’s direction. It would be sheer chaos if everyone
just did whatever they wanted on the
common elements. Condominium living
is communal living and, as such, residents
must give up some individual freedoms.
Compromises on the part of individuals
are necessary so that the community as a
whole will thrive.
In the situation referred to above, the
Board should be checking its rules to see
if they specifically state that only the Corporation is entitled to conduct activities
of this nature. Condominium corporations should have comprehensive rules in
place that specifically deal with usage of
the amenities and the common elements.
We have found that some condominium
corporations are still using the rules provided by the developer. In many cases, the
developer’s rules are two-or- three-page
standard rules that frequently don’t even
refer to the amenities. Detailed rules will
provide a set of do’s and don’ts so that all
residents will know specifically what is
permitted and what is prohibited. If there
is nothing in the rules to guide them, how
would the residents know that they are not
entitled to do what they are doing? Detailed, comprehensive rules also assist the
Corporation in enforcement proceedings.
If the Corporation finds that its rules regarding usage of the amenities are either
non-existent or lacking, then it should

What happens if
groups of residents
organize their own
activities in the
recreational centre?
consider implementing new rules. Prior
to developing new rules, it would be a
good idea for the Board to get residents’
feedback on what kind of activities they
want, the frequency of activities, and any
problems that need to be addressed. This
could be done by sending a survey to all
of the residents. The rules for each corporation need to be customized to fit not
only the physical facilities, but also the

unique make-up of its residents. In the
situation described above, the rules could
contemplate that there will be a schedule
prepared by management which will allot
various time slots for water aerobics, lap
swimming and free swim. All rules must
be reasonable and should treat everyone
equitably, without favouring any group
of residents to the detriment of others.
In developing new rules, the Board
should be mindful that once the Rules
are enacted, all owners and residents are
obligated to comply with them and the
Board has a duty to enforce compliance
with them.
If the Corporation decides to provide
organized activities, such as water aerobics classes, yoga, step classes, etc., the
Board should be retaining qualified instructors. The Corporation should also
consider having all participants sign a
waiver and release in order to absolve
the Corporation of any liability in the
event of personal injury or death occurring during these activities.
The amenities are there for the enjoyment and relaxation of the residents. This
certainly won’t be the case if groups of
residents are commandeering the facilities for their own enjoyment, without regard for the other residents. If situations
like this happen, the Board cannot just
acquiesce. It must take active measures
to ensure that the recreational facilities
are properly run. C V
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Condominium Law
Armand Conant, B. Eng, LL.B, D.E.S.S (Sorbonne)
Shibley Righton LLP

Condo Act Review Update
Government Announcement:
Mandatory Qualification of Managers
Mandatory Qualifications for Condominium Managers
At each level of review during the reform process of the Condominium Act,
1998 (the “Act”) , i.e. the Residents Panel,
Roundtable Stakeholders Committee,
Working Groups and Expert Panel, there
was almost unanimous consensus that
condominium managers should be subject
to mandatory qualifications and eventually
regulations and licensing.
As a result, on July 19, 2013 the Minister of
Consumer Services, Tracey MacCharles,
announced that the government is moving
forward with mandatory qualifications for
condominium managers. Although the details were not announced (as they still need
much more input, debate and consideration), this announcement is exciting and
represents a significant positive step and
improvement for the condominium industry and what ACMO and CCI(Toronto)
have been advocating for several years.
The government will be working with all
stakeholders to flesh out the details, including working with recommendations
from the property management Working
Group, the Expert Panel and stakeholders.
The Minister also mentioned how appreciative she and the government was of the
incredible work by all participants in the
reform process including CCI(Toronto)
and ACMO, owners, owners associations,
38
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industry professionals and many others.
It is believed that this announcement is
the first in a number of announcements to
come from the government arising from
the ongoing reform process of the Act.
Condo Act Reform Process – Update
Work on reforming the Act has continued
unabated with Stage 2 nearly completed.
In late May, the Working Groups submitted their reports on the 5 themes that
have been followed throughout the reform
process: (a) Governance; (b) Finance; (c)
Dispute Resolution; (d) Qualification and
Licensing of Managers; (e) Consumer Protection.
The Expert Panel, made up of 13 participants from all sectors of the condominium
industry including consumer protection
advocate, owners, property managers, lawyers, engineers, insurance specialist, auditors, developer representatives, and more,
held several day long meetings in June to
review and deliberate on the 5 reports. To
have participated in the discussion was a
privilege and all participants demonstrated a great caring for the condominium
industry. While many may have anticipated hostility amongst some of the various stakeholders, this did not occur, but
rather there was healthy discussion , collaboration and debate. As with any reform
process, no one stakeholder group will be
completely satisfied but it was gratifying

to see at the end of the process there was
much consensus on most of the key points.
The Residents’ Panel report that was included in the Stage 1 Report (available on
the government’s, CCI(T)’s and ACMO’s
websites), suggested that the review process (and the 5 themes) be based on 7 basic
values:
1. well-being,
2. fairness,
3. informed community members and
stakeholders,
4. responsiveness,
5. strong communities,
6. financial sustainability, and
7 . effective communication.
The Expert Panel was encouraged to keep
these values in mind when they did their
work.
All meetings and deliberations were organized and moderated by Public Policy
Forum (“PPF”), the non-profit organization that specializes in dialogue processes, and who is writing all the reports.
They have already prepared the preliminary draft of the Stage 2 report which is
in the process of being reviewed by the
Expert Panel. It is anticipated that the
final Stage 2 Report will be published in
September and will be available to the
public for review and comment (it will
also be published on both the CCI-T and
ACMO websites). This report will follow the

7 values and the 5 themes discussed above.
This does not mean the end of the review
process. Once the Stage 2 report has been
published, the government will be inviting
input from everyone in the condominium
community. In addition, the Residents
Panel and the Roundtable Stakeholders
Committee will be re-constituted to review and comment on the Report. Once
this “validation” has been completed the
Expert Panel will review the comments
and finalize the report (expected to be near
the end of this year) and this last report
will be the Stage 3 Report.

The Stage 3 Report will be submitted to
the government and will represent the
final stage of, or report from, the formal
reform process. Then it will then be up
to the Ministry and politicians to discuss
and prepare the legislation, which we are
advised is still on track to be introduced
into the Legislature in the spring of 2014.
However, input from stakeholders can still
be made directly to the government and
they have indicated that they continue to
review all submissions that have already
been submitted, including the extensive
Legislative Brief that was submitted on
behalf of CCI (Toronto) and ACMO.

The Ministry of Consumer Services has
clearly indicated that all reports and
other information will be made public
on their website. In addition, CCI (Toronto) and ACMO will keep everyone
apprised of the progress and will publish all such documents on our respective websites.
The reform process is on track, approximately 20 month review process which is
less than one half of the time that the reform of legislation normally takes.
Stay tuned for further updates. C V
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Ritz

The Residences at the Ritz-Carlton are the epitome of luxurious
living not just because of their Ritz-Carlton pedigree or because
movie stars hang out there, rather the Residences at the RitzCarlton is a coveted address because “it’s an exciting place to live”
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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But the Residences at the Ritz-Carlton are
the epitome of luxurious living not just
because of their Ritz-Carlton pedigree or
because movie stars hang out there, rather
the Residences at the Ritz-Carlton is a coveted address because “it’s an exciting place
to live,” says the Board’s Director, Joanna
Ramessar-Chung, a sentiment echoed by
the other Board members, residents, and
management alike.

Stock says with pride, “We share a real
sense of community and since moving here
two years ago I think I’ve met more of my
neighbours than I had ever met when I was
living in my previous single family home.”
The Residences is one of about forty-five
Ritz-Carlton branded sites around the
world - some of which are ‘co-locations’
(hotel + condominiums) and some are
‘stand-alone’ (condominiums only).

			
es, DEQ, an
urban oasis located on the ground floor
of the Residences at The Ritz-Carlton, is
one of Mr. Clooney’s favourite watering
holes when he is in town for the Toronto
International Film Festival.

“We’re living in the Capital of Toronto’s
Entertainment District with the Rogers
Centre, movie theatres, CN Tower, and
hundreds of restaurants a mere five minute walk away,” says the Board’s President, Richard Ho, who picked up stakes
and moved ‘across the pond’ from England
directly into the Residences at the RitzCarlton two years ago. “Like myself, many
of us had never lived downtown before so
we love the location.”

Built in 2011 on a former parking lot
where, two-hundred years ago, once sat
the residence of Chief Justice and Speaker
of the Legislative Assembly, John Elmsley,
the Ritz-Carlton has Simcoe Place to its
east; the CBC Headquarters to its west,
Simcoe Park to the south and a expertly
landscaped green space to the north. The
one to three bedroom suites range from
1,200 to 10,000 sq feet.

“He and his girlfriend were sitting at a corner table,” said Board Member and Treasurer, Dan Stock of his thrilling ‘Clooney
Sighting’ a year or two ago.

“The residents are such lovely, lovely
people,” says Joanna with a glowing smile
then adds, “And I love the white-glove level
of service.” The Board’s Treasurer, Dan

The lower twenty floors of the fifty-two
storey building are devoted to the hotel
while the condominium residences begin
at the twenty-second floor.
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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“He and his
girlfriend were
sitting at a
corner table,”
said Board
Member and
Treasurer,
Dan Stock of
his thrilling
‘Clooney
Sighting’ a year
or two ago
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Amenities

			
he condominium owners and residents of the RitzCarlton do not have many of the amenities
typical of condominium residents typically
enjoy. Instead, they have full access to the
hotel’s pool, sauna, and extensive gym although the residents do have a spacious
and beautifully furnished, twenty-first
floor Sky Lounge that looks out on Roger’s
Centre and the lake beyond. They also have
a twelve seat media centre, richly appointed board room, pantry kitchen for catered

events, a billiards room, guest suite, and a
gym which, although smaller than the hotel’s, is reserved for the resident’s exclusive
use. Rather than condominium committees,
it is the hotel’s staff who plans the social
events, which cater to hotel guests and
residents alike. Some of the social events
include: Sushi nights, an annual BBQ, Yoga
workshops, Mix and Mingles, and bartending classes.
In addition, to the twenty-four hour concierge, an elegantly dressed door-attendant
stands sixteen hours a day with perfect posture and an ever-represent smile, waiting to
smooth the resident’s arrivals and departures. Suite owners also receive a room rate
discount at any Ritz-Carlton in the world.

The Board
“There’s a certain uniqueness to our
management agreement with the RitzCarlton. Of course being associated with
such a prestigious company could have its
disadvantages but not in our case as the
Ritz-Carlton has always respected and
recognised our condominium corporation’s individual needs and desires,” says
the Board’s President Richard Ho who

along with fellow Board members: Dan
Stock, Treasurer; Khalid Khawaja, VicePresident; Dr. Frank Lista, Secretary; and
Joanna Ramessar-Chung, Director, have
met the challenges of managing a newlyminted downtown condominium with an
efficiency and grace that made their sometimes difficult jobs seem easy.
Of course helming a condominium corporation that bears the Ritz-Carlton’s brand
brings unique challenges and one of those
is the resident’s expectation of full trans-

parency. “Our residents expect nothing
less,” says the Board’s Secretary Frank
Lista, who moved to the Residences at the
Ritz-Carlton from Palace Pier, a condominium development on Toronto’s waterfront.
The Board’s excellent fiscal management
skills and success at achieving and maintaining transparency were never more evident than when the Board faced a recent
financial challenge.
“In the 2012-2013 fiscal year (July 1-June
30) there were numerous unexpected expenditures that resulted in a $376,000 budget shortfall by year end.” says Director
of Residence, Nathania Norrie, B.A., RCM.
The corporation also had to take into account the expiration of warranties for the
common areas in the transition from the
developer. Through proactive planning,
energy savings initiatives and a very professional, budget conscious Board, the corporation was able to recoup the shortfall
without the need for a special assessment
or negative impact to suite owners.

“The residents
are such lovely,
lovely people,”
says Joanna
with a glowing
smile then adds,
“And I love the
white-glove
level of service.”

Above
Doorman: Richard Ford
At left
Board Members:
Khalid Khawaja
Dan Stock
Joanna Ramessar-Chung
Dr. Frank Lista
Richard Ho (absent)
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Management

			
he RitzCarlton’s two-person management team
of a Residence Manager and a Residence
Operations Supervisor is headed by Nathania who came to the Ritz-Carlton in
December 2012 after six years of service
as a property manager for Brookfield.
“I love working at the Ritz-Carlton. It’s
exciting, partly because every day is different. But more than that, living at the
Ritz-Carlton carries a regal element and
so the residents have high expectations
from the management team in regards to
customer service and quality.”
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Above
Concierge: Ruth Vigon
Doorman:
George Karapapas
Bottom
Management Team:
Nathania Norrie
Maria Paz-Castillo
Andrew Leech (absent)

THE FUTURE IS

NOW DON’T MISS IT!
DON’T MISS THE 17TH ANNUAL CONDOMINIUM
CONFERENCE, 15 + 16 NOVEMBER, 2013
TORONTO CONGRESS CENTRE, 650 DIXON ROAD, TORONTO, ON M9W 1J1
Keynote Presentation by

Neil Pasricha
(author of the
Book of Awesome!)

Don’t miss this annual conference which incorporates two days of educational sessions for
Condominium Directors, Managers and other
Professionals working in the industry – with a
two day trade show and numerous networking
and social activities!

Exhibit and Sponsorship Opportunities are still available for Professional and Trade members of either CCI
or ACMO. Visit the conference website at: www.condoconference.ca for further details or to view tradeshow
floor plans. Don’t miss this once a year opportunity to
expand your business opportunities!

DON’T MISS THE FUTURE! VISIT WWW.CONDOCONFERENCE.CA OR CALL 416.491.6216 FOR FULL CONFERENCE DETAILS
IN
PARTNERSHIP
WITH
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“Engage,
contribute and
inspire” are
the guiding
principles of the
Ritz-Carlton’s
social and
environmental
responsibility
program.
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As part of addressing those expectations, management publishes a one-page
Week at a Glance and a quarterly, fourpage newsletter, The Ritz-Carlton Life
that includes building related news, operations and maintenance reports, and
menu specials for the Ritz-Carlton’s two
restaurants.
The customer service and cleaning staff are
not only in-house but each employee must
undergo a four week training program
conducted by the Ritz-Carlton hotel before coming to work on the residential side.

“

The Community
Footprints Initiative

Condo Spotlight
Jason Rivait BA., LL.B.,
Heenan Blaikie LLP

Condo

HOTELS
can be set up in different ways. Some
condo-hotels are created as two separate
condominium corporations, one being the
condo-hotel and the other being the condo-residence. You can purchase a unit in
the condo-hotel (and live in the unit, rent
the unit, or both) or purchase a unit in the
condo-residence. Other condo-hotels are
created as a combination of a standard
residential condominium corporation and
a commercial property that contains a hotel. Under this set up, you can purchase

			 ngage, contribute and inspire” are the guiding principles of the Ritz-Carlton’s social and environmental responsibility program. Their
Community Footprints Initiative vows that
all Ritz-Carlton hotels will be positive, supportive members of their communities and
sensitive to the environment.
“We have created resident food and clothing drives aimed at providing the necessities to families and individuals who are
unable to provide for themselves,” says
the Board’s Secretary Frank Lisa. RitzCarlton residents and employees have
volunteered to assist The Herbie Fund, a
charity that provides complicated surgical
procedures to children who have grown
up in a developing nation. Residents and
employees also volunteer their time at the
Yonge Street Mission during the holidays
to give those in need a warm meal during the coldest months of the year. And,
in keeping with their guiding principles,
the residents and employees of the Resi-

Toronto’s status as a world-class city has
been enhanced in the last decade with
the development of a number of luxury
condo-hotels. These developments target
residents and guests who desire top-ofthe-line service and the conveniences
that luxury hotels offer their patrons. The
residents living in a condo-hotel not only
have high-end gourmet restaurants an
elevator ride away, but can also utilize
other hotel services, such as room service, laundry service and use of the spa
facilities. In most cases, condo-hotels are
managed by well-known branded managers that specialize in delivering the finest
level of service to discerning residents
and guests. The expectation is that the
property and the services will meet the
standards of the brand.
From a legal perspective, condo-hotels
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dences of the Ritz-Carlton participate in
a monthly community park clean up of
their neighbourhood parks to ensure that
all residents of the community have a clean
and safe natural environment.
The Points of Light Institute, a worldwide organisation that promotes citizen
empowerment, recently awarded the RitzCarlton its 2013 Corporate Engagement
Award of Excellence in recognition of the
Community Footprints Initiative’s unique
design. In presenting the award, Michelle
Nunn, Points of Light’s CEO said, “We
celebrate companies that incorporate their
employee volunteer programs the way
they do business, with the ultimate goal of
making social progress.”

Energy Conservation
and Other Capital
Improvements

W

			
ith a Board
and management that has placed energy
conservation and fiscal responsibility as
one of their foremost goals, the Board of
the Residences at the Ritz-Carlton have,
over its first two and a half years, completed a number of initiatives. “We have
installed LED lights in all of our common
areas which has resulted in a fourteen-percent savings in hydro since March 2013.
We have monitored garbage and recycling
efforts and have had great participation
from residents in our waste removal program which has resulted in a fifty-percent
reduction in waste in the last year,” says
Nathania.
Additionally, the Board has initiated or
completed:
• Enhancements and floor restoration in
the Terrace

Condo

HOTELS
a unit in the residential condominium corporation but not the hotel. In either case,
residents of the residential condominium
corporation can utilize the hotel services
and amenities, some of which are on a
pay-for-use basis.
Reciprocal agreements between the
residential condominium and the hotel
(whether it’s a condominium corporation
or commercial property) are a must. These
agreements, as always, deal with the intricacies of shared facilities, services and
amenities. The differences between the
typical reciprocal agreement for two resi-

dential condominium corporations and
one that is found at a condo-hotel is that
the latter will usually include a vast array
of services (i.e.: laundry service, room service, valet service, etc.) that are shared. If
you thought the standard reciprocal agreement was complicated, read one that is
found at a condo-hotel.
This article will profile three illustrious condo-hotels that have hit the Toronto market:
Trump International Hotel & Tower, Residences at the Ritz Carlton and One King
West Hotel & Residence. While all of them
offer luxury, each one is unique.

CONDO PROFILE

Trump International Hotel & Tower
(aka TSCC 2267 an& TSCC 2279)

MAJOR INTERSECTION: Bay St. and Adelaide St.
NEIGHBOURHOOD: Financial District
NUMBER OF UNITS: TSCC 2267 (Hotel): 261 units

TSCC 2279 (Residential): 118 units
Trump International Hotel & Tower (Trump
Tower) consists of two separate condominium corporations, even though there is
only one physical tower. It is located in the
heart of the financial district. When asked
what makes Trump Tower unique, Yasmeen
Nurmohamed, Director of Owner Services,
mentioned that while the condo-hotel has
261 hotel units, they can be individually
purchased. Owners have the option of living
in these units, renting these units, or both.
Trump Tower has created a reservation program so that owners do not need to bother
finding hotel guests. Should owners have a
schedule which requires frequent travel for
extended periods of time, this program gives
them the flexibility to rent their unit during the
time they are away. Every unit has a lock on
the closet so that owners can rest assured
that their valuables are secured when others
are residing in their units. Before returning,
housekeeping will clean and prepare the

unit to the owner’s standards.
Trump Tower offers the hotel amenities to the
residents of the residential condominium,
including room service, banquet spaces,
valet, concierge and bell-man services, not
to mention the Quartz Crystal Spa, the fitness centre and a 65-foot salt-water infinity
pool. Trump Tower has high-end restaurants
right in the building: Suits Lounge and Stock
Restaurant.
The residential units can be found on floors
33-56, with the hotel units found on floors
11-30. There is a separate lobby and elevator bank for the residences. The residential
elevators are key-fob operated and only open
to the floor on which the owner resides. If a
unit is equipped with a fully-private elevator
vestibule, then only that owner has access
to that floor. For the art aficionados, Hermès
inspired pieces, as well as Bohemian crystal
chandeliers and art, can be found on both
the hotel and residential floors.
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• Cleaning of all the dryer vents and exhaust systems to improve fire safety
• Conversion of the residence’s six chandeliers from tungsten to energy efficient LEDs
• Restoration of the marble floors
throughout the common areas
• Replacement of the hot water pumps
with larger-sized units to improve hot
water flow
• Installation of new floral arrangements
by Coco and Lily, one of Toronto’s leading florists
• Repainting the guest suite
Heating, always a sizeable line item on any
board’s budget is done entirely by steam.
“We have no boilers,” says Nathania. Part
of Enwave’s system, the Residences at the
Ritz-Carlton, like more than 140 other
commercial, residential, government,
and institutional buildings in Toronto
are cooled in the summer with water from
Lake Ontario and heated in the winter
with steam from one of Enwave’s three
district steam plant.

D
Priceless!

			 uring TIFF,
the residents are used to stepping through
the front doors of their building and running into a wall of paparazzi wildly snapping photos, then, when the excitement
dies down, whispering to the photographer standing beside them, “Who was
that?” Of course the answer is that the
person enshrined in their digital photo
is not a super star like the debonair and
sage George Clooney but merely a resident who knows that the value of quality,
location and, superior customer service is
... priceless. C V

Condo
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CONDO PROFILE

Residences at
The Ritz-Carlton
(aka TSCC 2165)

MAJOR INTERSECTION: University Avenue and
WellingtonStreet West
NEIGHBOURHOOD: Financial/Entertainment District
NUMBER OF UNITS: Hotel: 267 units,
Residential: 158 units

The 53-story The Ritz-Carlton hotel is situated mere steps away from some of Toronto’s popular attractions, including Rogers
Centre, Air Canada Centre and the TIFF
Bell Lightbox. The 158 residential units
making up the Residences at The RitzCarlton (Residences) are located on the
top floors of the building. The Ritz-Carlton
hotel is located directly underneath the
Residences in the same building. You can
purchase a unit in the Residences but not
The Ritz-Carlton hotel, as it is set up as a
commercial property. Owners in the Residences may lease/rent their units with a
minimum 12 month term.
When Nathania Norrie, Director of Resi-

dences, was asked what makes the Residences unique, she advised that unit
owners in the Residences have unfettered access to shared hotel amenities
such as Spa My Blend by Clarins, a salt
water pool deck and yoga studio, as well
as exclusive amenities to the Residences
that include a billiard room, board room
and media room. The scenic Sky Lounge
located on the 21st floor features a terrace with barbeques overlooking views of
Toronto’s harbourfront and the islands. As
in most condo-hotels, unit owners have
access to a 24-hour personal concierge
service and 24-hour valet parking. The
building is home to Toca Restaurant, Ritz
Bar and DEQ Lounge.

CONDO PROFILE

One King West Hotel
& Residence
(aka TSCC 1703)

MAJOR INTERSECTION: Yonge St. and King St.
NEIGHBOURHOOD: Financial District
NUMBER OF UNITS: Hotel: 325 units,

Residential/Other: 250 units
One King West Hotel & Residences (One
King West) is conveniently located in the
financial district, and is in close walking distance to Yonge-Dundas Square
and St. Lawrence Market. Yehudi Hendler is the President of Y.L. Hendler Ltd.,

the property management company
of One King West. When asked what
makes One King West unique, Hendler
said that because the hotel units are
spread throughout the building on each
floor, it allows for different unit sizes to
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be offered. Each floor has hotel units,
office units, live-work units and private
residences. Typically, condo-hotels have
either separate towers or separate floors
dedicated to private residences and hotel
units, respectively. Hendler mentions that
these unique features give One King West
a boutique-like atmosphere.
In addition to a spa, exercise room, outdoor terrace area, valet parking, 24-hour
concierge services and meeting rooms,
One King West includes heritage property which puts this modern building in
touch with its past. The heritage property
includes the TD Chairman’s Board Room,
the Grand Banking Hall, the Austin Gallery and the Vault, which is the original
bank vault built directly into the bedrock
in 1913; residents are encouraged to
use these areas for business and private
functions. One King West is also home to
Bistro on King and Henri’s Bar.

THE FUTURE IS
DON’T MISS IT!
PLAN TO ATTEND
THE 17TH ANNUAL
CONDOMINIUM CONFERENCE
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There are three separate corporations
(each with their own board of directors)
involved in One King West. The condominium corporation owns all of the assets
of the building; Events at One King West
Ltd. is the company (which is not a condominium corporation) that operates the
food and beverage service, which is managed by a hotel management company;
and the third corporation is another company (again, which is not a condominium
corporation) that operates the hotel’s
rental pool. The owners who choose to
enter their unit in the rental pool receive
profit distributions as determined on a
pooled basis of all the hotel rooms available for rent on any given night or period
of time. With the rental pool concept, a
unit in the hotel rental pool qualifies for
a distribution irrespective of whether it is
rented. This reduces the risks for the hotel
unit owners if their individual unit is not
steadily booked by guests.
Special thanks to Alessia Kalish, Summer
Student at Heenan Blaikie LLP, who assisted with the preparation of this article.
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interest to condominium owners

BOO!

Spooky Fun for the Fall Season

The GTA is full of areas which are notably spooky and definitely historical. As a diversion, and
while the summer weather co-operates and tails into the “creepy” season in October, here are
some such locations you can visit:

Scarborough: Guild Inn Grounds
The Guild Inn was built in 1914 as a
summer home for Colonel Harold
Bickford and his family, then was sold
and used as: a boarding school; summer home; an arts guild; housing for
the Women’s Royal Canadian Naval
Service; a government rehabilitation
center for war veterans with nervous
disorders; and most recently a hotel and
banquet facility. The Inn was closed to
the public in 2001 and the hotel demolished in 2009, but the grounds can still
56
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be visited. It is reported that when the
government owned the property, tunnels and secret passageways were built
to the Scarborough Bluffs for various,
unconfirmed, reasons. When a hotel,
guests reported strange (but similar)
dreams, noises, doorknobs rattling and
personal property disappearing then
reappearing.
Toronto: Queens Park
Three female apparitions have been said
to haunt Queen’s Park – the “White

Lady,” the “Maiden” and the “Hanging Woman.” While Queen’s Park now
houses the Legislative Assembly of Ontario, its prior use was the University
Hospital for the Insane. The legend is
that the three females may have been
original residents of the hospital. The
White Lady sorrowfully wanders the
halls in a long robe and with long hair;
the Maiden holds an apron over her face
to conceal her features and the Hanging Woman dangles from a hook in the
basement tunnel.

Toronto: Keg Mansion
This downtown Toronto mansion was
home to many notable figures, first of
Lord William McMaster (founder of McMaster University), then of the Massey
family, who purchased the property in
1882 for a whopping $33,000 and hosted the dignitaries and royals of the day.
Raymond Massey became a famous actor
and his brother, Vincent, became the first
Canadian born Governor General. The
lore of the building includes the sound of
children on the upper levels and kitchen
and the specter of a maid who hanged
herself when Lillian Massey died.
Toronto: St. James Cathedral
A feud between the Ridout and the Jarvis families eventually ended the life of
young John Ridout in an 1817 duel with
Samuel Jarvis. The two men’s families
had previously argued (over possibly a
legal matter) and the two men took the
feud into their own hands by scheduling a
duel. The duel took place on July 12, 1817
at what is now northeast of College and
Yonge Sts. The “count” for firing at the
duel went wrong and Ridout ended up
firing early. The men and their seconds
decided it would only be fair and honorable for Ridout to return to his place
and offer Jarvis a shot at him. Jarvis did
have his shot at Ridout and hit his target.
There are different recollections of what
happened next (some saying that Ridout
died almost instantly and Jarvis saying
that Ridout was still conscious and shook
his hand and freely forgave him, then
fainted, and then was left on the grounds
presumably dead). A coroner’s inquest,
with witnesses and testimony from the
doctor who performed the autopsy resulted in a jury finding Jarvis guilty of
murder. Dueling was in its last days at the
time and not considered socially acceptable. While considered murder at law,
some people at the time still believed that
if a duel was fair it was not punishable.
If you visit St. James Cathedral, the old
gravestone of the 18 year old John Ridout
can be found along the wall of the south
porch of the church.

across from Colborne Lodge, a grave and
monument to John and Jemima was built
while the pair was still living. Jemima predeceased her husband after a long illness,
but it is said that her last days were spent
gazing through her window at the site
of her and her husband’s future burial.
People have reported seeing a woman in
the second floor window, staring across
the road at the memorial monument (one
of the first reports came from a police officer on his rounds in 1969).
Brampton: Peel Heritage Complex
In the 1860’s, Brampton became the
“county seat” of Peel County, and to meet
this requirement constructed a civic complex consisting of a courthouse, council chambers, a land registry office and
a gaol/prison. The gaol was complete
with a gallows, where executions took
place. The site is now known as the Peel
Heritage Complex. The old gaol is now
a museum and the courthouse and land
registry office are now an art gallery. The
community originally wanted the gaol
demolished, but it was instead restored

due to the delay in demolition when an
unmarked cemetery was discovered. The
restoration includes a mock-up of gaol
and the conditions prisoners would have
experienced at the time. Unexplained
knocking and footsteps have been heard
around the door leading to the offices historically used by the mayor/reeve.
This selection is not meant to endorse
any particular location but based on the
CCI GTA membership area. If you want
to check out the history of some of your
local “haunts”, visit www.torontoghosts.
org, as we did, for collections of reports
and historical information based on geographical areas all over Ontario.
Thanks to the Toronto and Ontario Ghosts
and Hauntings Research Society (www.torontoghosts.org) for allowing us to refer to
information they have collected and presented in this article. They also have a link to a
“Self Guided Walking Tour of Downtown
Toronto” and “13 Haunted Places You Can
Visit” on their website. Information compiled
by Andrea Lusk. C V

Toronto: Colborne Lodge
John and Jemima Howard are the past
owners of historic Colborne Lodge in
High Park and the benefactors of High
Park to the City of Toronto. Directly
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Make-Up Air Units –
What Every Unit Owner Should Know

Make-up air units supply fresh air to buildings to compensate for air lost through exhaust fans and
other sources. Simply put, they “make up” for lost air, which helps to ensure good indoor air quality
for everyone. By: David Uren, Halsall Associates

can be done with either a cooling coil with
a separate condensing unit (typically used
on outdoor units) or a cooling coil connected to the buildings chilled water system (typically used on indoor units).
So If I Don’t Run My Exhaust Fans, I
Don’t Need Make Up Air?
No. It is essential to use exhaust fans.
These remove odours and air contaminants from cooking, and excessive moisture from showering, washing dishes,
laundry, etc. Not running exhaust fans can
lead to a numerous problems including
unhealthy air, mold and moisture damage.
How Do They Work?
A make-up air unit is typically installed
on the roof, either indoors or outside. The
unit has a fan that draws in fresh outdoor
air and pushes it into the building through
metal ducts. Pushing air into a building
positively pressurizes the room that it
is exiting into. In the case of residential
condominium buildings, this room is the
corridor on each floor. When the corridor
is pressurized, the air looks for a way to get
out. Every suite door in the corridor has
gaps around the door that have been purposely provided to allow the air to escape
the corridor and enter the suite. This air
58
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will make up for that lost through kitchen
hood fans and bathroom exhaust fans in
the suites, and provide fresh air in order to
provide a healthier indoor environment.
(See Schematic Diagram)
Since winter air is very cold, most makeup air units can also heat the air before it
enters the building. This could be a gasfired heater (typically used on outdoor
units) or a hot water coil (typically used
on indoor units). Some make-up air units
are also equipped with cooling systems
to cool and dehumidify hot summer air
before blowing it into the corridors. This

Building codes require buildings to be
ventilated. Make-up air units, along with
exhaust fans, provide this ventilation.
Make-up air units need to be run continuously to meet the requirements of the
building codes and many municipal property standards.
What Happens If I Turn Off My Make
Up Air Unit?
Not operating or reducing the fan speed
of a make-up air unit can have numerous
impacts.
1. Turning off a make-up air unit will allow air to travel through the building

The upward flow of air within a
building by natural convection
is called the stack effect.
STACK EFFECT
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Ground Floor

in undesirable ways. Pressurizing the
corridors prevents air within the suites
from entering the corridors and potentially entering other suites. This is how
migration of cigarette smoke and cooking odours are prevented.
2. Turning off the make-up air unit could
lead to resident comfort issues and increased heating costs. The make-up
air unit pressurizes the entire building
which reduces cold air from leaking in
through the exterior walls.
3. Turning off a make-up air unit can lead
to poor indoor air quality. When people
breathe in air, they use the oxygen and
exhale carbon dioxide. When adequate
fresh air is not brought into a building,
carbon dioxide levels increase. Very
high levels can cause drowsiness and a
general feeling of stale air. Also, if the
make-up air unit is off, the concentrations of other indoor air pollutants such
as dust, dander and chemicals is higher.
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Ground Floor

It is essential to
use exhaust fans.
These remove
odours and air
contaminants
from cooking, and
excessive moisture
from showering,
washing dishes,
laundry, etc.

I See That Some People Have Sealed
Their Suite Doors, Is This A Good Idea?
Many unit owners seal the perimeter of
their suite doors with weatherstripping.
This is typically done because the unit
owner is annoyed with either noise transfer from the corridors, drafts or cool air
coming through the suite door, or odour
transfer from the corridor.
Sealing the suite door is not recommended. Indoor air quality in the suite will be
reduced, particularly in the winter when
windows and doors will not be left open.
No fresh air in the suite will mean stale,
unhealthy air and could lead to humidity/
moisture issues like mold.
What Is “Stack Effect” And Why
Should I Care?
In a tall building, warm air is always rising, just like warm smoke up a chimney,
or “stack”. The upward flow of air within
a building by natural convection is called
the stack effect. This rising air causes
the upper floors to be positively pressurCONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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ized and the lower floors to be negatively
pressurized. This can cause unintended
airflow within the building: Imagine you
are on a lower floor of a tall building and
you burn some toast. Your natural action
would be to open a window, thinking that
the smoke and odour will flow out. Due
to stack effect, the opposite will actually
occur. Being on the lower floor, air will
be drawn into the suite rather than the
smoke going out. Stack effect particularly
affects elevator, garbage chute and stairwell shafts, which are typically continuous
through the full height of the building and
are therefore good at funneling air up. (See
Schematic Diagram)
Many odour problems in buildings can
be attributed to stack effect. If your corridor make-up air unit is not operating,
or is turned down too low, air and odours
from suites, and the garbage chute shaft
will escape into the upper floor corridors.
Make-up air units help temper stack effect by pressurizing the corridors and
holding back any air that is trying to es-
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Sealing the
suite door is not
recommended.
Indoor air quality
in the suite will
be reduced,
particularly in
the winter when
windows and
doors will not be
left open.

cape from these shafts at the upper floors.
Okay, We Can’t Turn Our Make-Up Air
Unit Off, But Can We Turn It Down?
In many buildings, residents or managers
ask if the corridor makeup air unit can
be turned down because it feels drafty in
the hallways, or the air supply grilles are
noisy. Some buildings want to turn the
unit down to save on electricity.
The short answer is “maybe”. In many
existing buildings, the designer oversized the corridor air supply to make
sure there were no complaints about
hallway odours. In these cases, it may be
possible to turn the unit down. The first
step would be engaging an engineer to
do a study to compare how much air the
building actually needs by today’s standards, against how much air is actually
being supplied. In some cases, a variable
speed controller can be added to reduce
the flow from the makeup air unit. In no
cases, however, should the unit be turned
off, even at night. C V
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By Sharon Vogel, BA., LL.B.,
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP

Unit Owners Take on Condo Board
When substantial additions, alterations, or
improvements are performed on a condominium building, there may be differences
of opinion between a condominium board
and its unit owners. If such disagreements
are not resolved quickly, there is a risk that
the situation will escalate, sometimes resulting in a legal battle with significant
time and costs incurred as a result.
This risk was highlighted recently in
the case of Boily v. Carlton Condominium Corporation. The facts of this case
involved a 142 unit condominium and
concerned modifications to a landscaped
courtyard. Six unit owner applicants (the
“Unit Owners”) brought forward an application that the proposed modifications
to the courtyard constituted a “substantial
change to the common elements” of the
condominium and therefore the Board
was required to provide notice of this substantial change to the unit owners, and the
question of whether or not the modifications should proceed was required to be
put to a vote of the owners pursuant to section 97(4) of the Condominium Act. Section 97(4) provides that a condominium
corporation “shall not make a substantial
addition, alteration, improvement to the
common elements, a substantial change
in the assets of the corporation or a substantial change in a service that the corporation provides to the owners unless the
owners who own at least 662/3 per cent of
the units of the corporation vote in favour
of approving it.”
The Board took the position that the
modifications were an ordinary issue of
repair and that a simple majority vote on
the issue was required. In fact, under the
Condominium Act, there is no require-

When substantial
additions, alterations,
or improvements
are performed on
a condominium
building, there may
be differences of
opinion between a
condominium board
and its unit owners
ment of a simple majority vote in respect
of a necessary repair. Pursuant to Section
97(1) the corporation has an obligation to
repair the units or common elements after damage to maintain them, and there is
no reference to a requirement of a vote in
this section. There is, however, a requirement for a vote if the conditions of section

97(4), set out above, apply and that section
requires a 662/3 percent majority vote.
The Unit Owners took the position that
the proposed modifications to the courtyard involved a significantly different design with less greenery and more parking, such that it constituted a substantial
change.
The meaning of the phrase “substantial
change” is, in fact, defined in the Condominium Act as including an addition, alteration, improvement or change where
its estimated cost, based on the total cost
(regardless of whether part of the cost is
incurred before or after the current fiscal
year) exceeds 10 per cent of the annual
budgeted common expenses for the current fiscal year or if the board elects to
treat it as substantial.
In any event, the Unit Owners sought a
special owner’s meeting pursuant to section 46 of the Condominium Act to submit
their concerns to the Board and claimed
that the Board did everything it could to
stifle and silence their opposition, for example by refusing to recognize that the
Unit Owners’ requisition for an owner’s
meeting met the required threshold of 15
per cent of the units and by refusing to
provide the unit owner applicants with a
list of registered owners.
The Unit Owners brought an urgent motion seeking an interlocutory injunction
to stop the board from holding its meeting and enjoin the condominium corporation from making any alteration from the
courtyard landscape until further order of
the court. Following the motion, the parties entered into settlement discussions
which resulted in a negotiated agreement
and minutes of settlement being executed.
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Pursuant to the minutes of settlement,
it was agreed that an owner’s meeting
scheduled by the board would proceed on
the condition that one of the Unit Owners
would co-chair the meeting and that the
question of the courtyard configuration
would be put to a 662/3 per cent vote of all
owners. The meeting did proceed, but the
board did not obtain the 662/3 per cent
support required for its proposed alteration
to the courtyard. The condominium board
was unhappy with this result and took the
position that the matter had not settled and
the application would proceed.
The Unit Owners then brought a motion to
enforce the minutes of settlement.
On the hearing of this motion, the condominium board took the position that its
members had fulfilled their statutory duty
to act honestly and in good faith and had
acted with complete transparency. The
board stated that it relied, at all material
times, upon the professional advice and
guidance of its legal counsel, professional
engineers, professional property managers,
and a landscape architect.
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For condominium
board members
(who are
volunteers), the
order that the
board pay these
costs personally is
a cautionary tale

The standard of care that a condominium
board of directors will be held to is set
out in section 37 of the Condominium Act.
The board has a duty to act honestly and
in good faith and exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent
person would exercise in comparable circumstances. Section 37(3) of the Condominium Act provides that a director shall
not be found liable for a breach of these
duties if the breach arises as a result of
the director’s relying in good faith upon,
among other things, a report or opinion of
a lawyer, public accountant, engineer, appraiser or other person whose profession
lends credibility to the report or opinion.
In his 2012 Boily decision, Master Beaudoin (as he then was) determined that he
was satisfied that there was a legitimate
debate as to whether or not the proposed
modifications to the courtyard constituted
a substantial change within the meaning
of the Condominium Act, which dispute
was resolved by enforcing the minutes of
settlement reached between the parties.
While Master Beaudoin was satisfied that
the board of directors was, for the most

part, acting in good faith, he found that
there were two areas of concern being:
(1) the board’s refusal to recognize the
legitimacy of the owners’ requisition for
a special meeting, the imposition of a requirement that it be brought by a majority
of the owners of each unit, and its failure
to supply a list of registered owners; and
(2) its attempt to resile from the minutes
of settlement. With respect to this latter concern, Master Beaudoin concluded
that the board had acted in bad faith in
attempting to resile from the minutes of
settlement. He found that the Unit Owners’ legal costs should be paid by the condominium corporation. However, he also
found that the legal fees incurred in relation to the enforcement of the settlement
should be paid by the board directly.

qualifies as a substantial change.
Pursuant to section 97(2) of the Condominium Act, changes may be made without
notice to the unit owners if it is necessary to
make the addition, alteration, improvement
or change to comply with a mutual use
agreement or the requirements imposed
by any general or special Act or regulations or by-laws made under that Act. An
“Act” would presumably include the Building Code Act, 1992 and the Regulations
and the Ontario Building Code, which is a
regulation made under this Act.

In the ongoing discussions in relation to
the proposed amendments to the Condominium Act, the participants in the
process have discussed the possibility of
improving the clarity around the use of
terms such as “repair” and “maintenance”
so that it is clear that the distinction between required repairs and unnecessary
aesthetic improvements would be clear.
Clarifying such terms may make it easier
for Condominium Boards and Unit Owners to understand their rights and obligations so as to reduce the risk of similar
disputes arising in future. C V

Subsequently, the parties were back in
court in January of this year because
the Board determined that it would not
re-instate the previous configuration
and appearance of the courtyard and
podium and did not seek clarification
from the court. The Unit Owners communicated their objections to the Board,
but the Board continued with the work
which included changes to the traffic
circle, removal of planters, reduction of
green space, and removal of a sign. The
Unit Owners sought to take out an order formalizing the decision of Master
Beaudoin, but the condominium board
refused arguing that it was “impossible”
to reinstate the courtyard and podium in
its previous configuration. Justice Beaudoin therefore found the Board to be in
contempt of his earlier order and ordered
to return the courtyard to its previous
configuration and appearance. He further
ordered that costs would be payable by
the Board Members personally including
the material and labour costs of returning the courtyard and podium to its previous condition.
For condominium board members (who
are volunteers), the order that the board
pay these costs personally is a cautionary tale and such orders may serve as a
disincentive to some of those considering
volunteering for such positions.
This case also focuses attention on the
difficulties involved in obtaining approval for a significant improvement that
CONDOVOICE FALL 2013
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– continued from page 4
has issues that are not in the interest of the
condominium corporation’s governance,
a board of three, all things being equal,
is definitely not as effective as a board of
five. Essentially, the greater number of
directors, the more possibility that exists
to control and suppress issues from a director who creates problems, either by his
or her action or inaction (e.g. aggressive,
irrational behaviour, missing meetings, no
work ethic etc.)
Another important point when discussing the difference between three and five
directors is the issue of potential adversarial negotiations and litigation over
deficiencies. The pressure is huge on a
board of five, never mind on a board of
three. Continuity when board members
change is much rougher for a board of
three than for a board of five. People have
to remember dates, facts, and issues, which
really fall away much sooner in a board
of three, unless all three members stay
on the board and remain committed for
a long time. Then there remains the is-

sue of pressure. Deficiency management,
resolution and law suits range from a few
thousand dollars to a few million dollars.
There are decisions and analyses that any
reasonable person would rather make
with a board of five rather than a board
of three. It just makes more sense. The
pressure is reduced, while, logically, the
potential knowledge, work and thought
is increased.
However, performance audit management
is but one major issue, a new condominium
has to deal with. There are dozens of other
issues in the first few years of its existence
that need extensive commitment, analysis and hard work on the part of all board
members. It really isn’t fair or logical to
have only three board members to do all of
the work and absorb all of the stress.
So what is the solution? The solution is
incredibly simple and should be enacted.
Prior to turnover, the declarant should be
able to choose the number of directors, and
should even be able to use a board of one director. Then, on turnover, the agenda of the

turnover meeting should contain an item
where the owners present choose the size
of the board that they want to have govern
their condominium. It just makes sense that
the owners of the building choose the size
of their board, not the declarant, who may
have an interest in dealing with a smaller
board rather than a large one.
One may counter the above solution with
an argument that no change is needed because a board may immediately increase
the number of directors by passing a bylaw. That’s unrealistic because the passage
of such a by-law is very difficult or even
impossible in the corporation’s first or
even second year of existence. Such a decision shouldn’t be left to the newly elected
three member board. It should be left to the
owners who first attend, either in person or
by proxy, at the turnover meeting. C V

Mario Deo
BA. LL.B.
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